Social Customer Care

Personalized Response Management
Find, build, and keep lasting connections with your audience
Social Overload. We live in a social-first
world. Thirty percent of consumers now
prefer handling issues via social media over
traditional channels and even more offer
praise about a business on social. Consumer
expectations have also advanced. It’s no
longer good enough for a company to have
a presence and respond; instead, they must
offer a better, faster experience than email
and phone provide.

Streamline social customer care interactions. Done right, social
care increases customer loyalty and deepens affinity—but it
requires coordination to deliver extremely fast responses with
careful, well craf ted messaging. Spredfast ’s solution for social
customer care combines years of understanding what consumers
expect from a responsive brand on social with the sophistication
of a traditional call center. Complete with all the metrics needed
to measure internal ef fectiveness and customer happiness,
Spredfast is the perfect platform to help your teams exceed
customer expectations.

At the same time, social networks see
customer care as an opportunity and
have made it easier than ever to start a
conversation with a business. This means
more volume and pressure on businesses to
provide a satisfying resolution. The leaders

It’s Smart. Ensure that interactions are as frictionless as possible
with automated workflows and insight into team performance.

in social care are doing this. Are you Ready?

It’s Personal. Context is everything-put your audience at the heart
of each response with historical, real time public, and internal data.
It’s Efficient. Role-based interfaces and advanced features limit
agent steps so you can achieve lightning-fast response times.

As more and more of our guests turn to social to speak directly with our
brand, it is imperative for us to have a tool that let's our agents respond
rapidly. We are very excited to start implementing Spredfast’s new social
customer care features, and help our agents get more insight into our guests
and provide even quicker responses to help ease their concerns."
Chris Gomez, Social Care Lead at Royal Caribbean International

Complete View of the
Customer Relationship
•

Identify and categorize people interacting with your
brand and other internal data

•

View past interaction history of the person you are
communicating with and access all publicly available
social information in one place

•

View the origin of the conversation and any
subsequent comments or replies with threaded
understanding of the issue at hand

•

Open infrastructure for connecting into CRMs
through configurable integrations

Real-Time Social Monitoring & Routing
•

Surface real-time trends and bring broad insights into focus
for daily care maintenance or times of crisis

•

Review blocks of time from the previous year around
hashtags, big events, or holidays to help with content and
resource planning

•

Get the right content in front of the right people, using
intelligent, automatic or manual routing

•

Visualize trending topics and content in live, real-time
dashboards and receive alerts on the items that matter most

Efficient Response Management
•

Automatically categorize and route huge volumes of inbound
content with a flexible rules engine

•

Visually display actual wait times and indicate via colors
whether items are falling outside of response goals

•

Provide an easily configured dashboard for rapid response
and dedicated interface for handling inbound items case-bycase for “zero inbox”-like functionality

•

Avoid agent collision with real-time updates of status
changes visibly on each item and visually show the status of
SLAs on each inbound item for agent priorities

•

Maintain a knowledge base for quick access to pre-approved
responses, common pre-scripted messages, and content

Social Care Specific Metrics
•

Report on various customer-care analytics including response
rates and times—including initial response time, resolution time,
average handle time, and more—at team and individual level

•

Understand the breakdown of the types of issues being
addressed in real time

•

Follow up on interactions with customized surveys to solicit
feedback and calculate Net Promoter Score®

•

Easily share and/or export your reports or data via PDF, custom
dashboard displays or API (either manually or automatically)

Want to find out more about Spredfast?

spredfast.com

•

info@spredfast.com

